CRAM Tutorial – Mobile Application
This tutorial is designed to show you how to work with CRAM in a mobile setting – on your cell phone. Please
follow the directions for easy set up, but make sure you take the time to experiment with creating a set of
Flashcards for yourself.
Step 1: Setting up Account

You won’t be using a “Username” at the
top, but rather click on the G+ icon in
the bottom right corner of your screen.
This will take you to your Google
account and will link CRAM.
Step2: Options Available
You’ll notice that the screen to the right
comes up giving you some options for
play.
You can:
 Create a new set of Flashcards by
clicking on the + sign in the green
circle.
 Look over your already created
cards.
 Narrow your search by showing the
most recently studied.
 Narrow further by sorting through
sets of cards you have favored.

Step 3: Create Flashcards
Here is how you set up your
new set of Flashcards.
1. Type in your title for the
set.
2. Identify the class/topic for
which the set is being
created.
3. Enter a short description.
4. Decide whether or not
you want to have a public
set or something just for
you.
5. The language you would
like it to – this is great for
foreign language quizzing.

NOTE: The gear at
the bottom of the
screen takes you
to an optional
screen where you
can change,
update and adjust
your account
contents.

Step 4: On to the Cards
Once you’ve completed the set up
information move onto the actual card
creation itself by hitting the Next button on
the top right of this screen.

Step 5: Information

Depository Institution

Edit your cards – using
the options provided by
the APP. Just tap on the
space in the APP.
Review the boxes on
this page and once
you’ve completed your
entries hit the “Save”
button on the top right
corner.

Businesses that provide
financial services.
HINT: YOU don’t need
to add a hint to your
cards.

HINT: Takes you back
to the “Set Info”
screen – Step 3.

HINT: The APP allows for 3
cards. If you want to add
another card simply hit the +
sign.

Step 6: Viewing your Cards
There are a couple options on viewing your cards. The card set simply
displays your card – sharing the term and the definition. The
Memorize set shares out the response and you turn for the definition.
The CRAM Mode is set to drill you based on a Leitner system using a
spaced memorization technique.
The GAMES option is simply that – games.

CRAM Mode:
You are on the honor system
and check whether or not
you correctly responded to
the term prompt.

Start Over
Another prompt will
make sure whether or not
you really want this.

Removes all
Distractions
on the screen.

Is not an option
without a hint

Shuffle
Questions

Read Aloud
It will actually read
the words for you.

CARD SET:
The options on the Card Set screen are
different than the other two options.

You can “Favorite”
the set.

You can “Share” your
card set with other via
message, mail, Twitter,
or Facebook.

You can add
terms/definitions to your
card set. Just follow through
the process from Step 5
going forward.

This option lets you edit
the cards you’ve created.

Step 7: Closing & Other Options
By hitting the “quad” bars at the top right of
the screen all options for account appear on
the screen.
1. You can create a new set.
2. You can revisit the Flashcards you have
created.
3. You can sort through the most recent
cards you’ve studied.
4. You can look at your “Favored” sets.
Remember the symbol on the Card Set.
5. You can change your account settings.
6. The feedback section shares any
comments on your publicly shared sets.
7. You also sign out of the APP here.

Enjoy creating your next set
of Flashcards!

